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Burials and Interments – Record keeping 

Details of burials and interments should be kept for purposes of good record keeping,  preserving the historic record and 

respect for the deceased and their families. 

The elements of the records kept are as follows:- 

1. Burial Register  

This is the official record of burials and a legal requirement.  The information to be entered in each column is detailed 

on each page.  This is the main record of burials and all burials and interments must be recorded in it.  All columns 

should be filled in and each entry signed by the officiating minister.  Ministers of other faiths may officiate over 

burials.  If the priest in question is not a known local one,  he should give his address. 

Additionally it should be made clear whether the deceased was interred and where,  i.e. in the Memorial Garden or a 

relative’s grave.  It’s helpful to tie things up by adding the row reference of the burial / interment. 

The Entry number is simply a reference.  There is no requirement for it to run in sequence with respect to time,  so if 

an entry is left out and a later burial entry made beforehand,  there is no need to alter numbers so they run in time 

sequence:  simply enter the burial with its details in the ‘wrong’ order. 

2.  Indexed Book.  

Each entry in the Burial Register should be copied into this book indexed by surname.  The columns here are initially 

Latitude,  Longitude,  Plot Ref (Plot number on the Memorial Garden or Gravegarth Plan) and BB No. (number in 

the Burial Register for linking of the information);  then Surname,  First Name,  whether Burial or Ashes,  and date of 

death (which may not have been noted in the Burial register). 

3. Certificates 

These must be kept in the filing cabinet,  under ‘Burial Certificates’.  There are separate files for Burial Certificates and 

Certificates of Cremation.  

Burial Certificates come in two sections.  The priest will take one section and St Peter’s should retain Part B. 

4. Plans and spreadsheets 

These are kept for proper location of the site of each burial / interment in the future. 

The spreadsheet must be updated.  It is recommended this is done at least annually,  but ideally quarterly. 

The Plans must also be updated.  The Memorial Garden plan can be updated and printed fairly easily as it is smaller 

and printed on A4,  but the Grave Garth plan is more costly to update.  It can be updated on the computer easily – 

again at least annually,  but ideally quarterly - but printing should only be considered every year or two. 

Digital files should be saved with an updated name each time they are updated it,  i.e. “alphabetic grave list 140618”,  

where the alphabetic grave list spreadsheet is saved on 18 June 2014.  This means that mistakes,  when identified,  can 

be isolated,  traced back and rectified.  The naming protocol using the date will keep different versions in date order. 

 

 


